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ADVICE NOTE 4 Revised Durations

What is the Issue?
When attempting to send a Variation Application (applying to extend the duration of works) some
undertakers (Stats and Internal Works Promoters) are not following the correct EToN procedure
leading to the incorrect notice type being sent
What Should be sent?
A Duration Variation Application
What is being sent?
A Revised Duration Estimate Notice
What are the consequences?
Permit Authorities will see both only as one Notice type in their Systems (Revised Duration) Unless
they drill in directly into each notice via the notice history
Permit Authorities will not be able to Grant or Refuse such notices
Legally, an application is not being made to vary the permit duration , therefore working after the end
date of the most recently granted application is a Criminal Offence whether is has been agreed
verbally or not. This may lead to Fixed Penalty Notices and or Prosecutions for working without a
Permit
Permit Authorities do not get the opportunity to Grant such applications.
What is causing this issue?
When creating the notice, Instead of just adding agreement numbers/Justifications in the notice text
box, the undertaker is also adding an ‘TMA EToN Agreement’ type 8 ‘Revised Reasonable Period’.
This agreement reason type has been available since 2008 and is only for use where the Reasonable
Period has been challenged and the new Revised Duration Estimate Notice reflect agreements made
for the new Section 74 duration. This agreement is then sent by the undertaker to reflect the new
duration. It is NOT a permit related variation Application
What is the solution?
The undertaker must follow the correct EToN procedure. This involves using only the Notice Text Field
(and not adding an agreement type 8) when attempting to issue a Duration Variation Application
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ADVICE NOTE 4 Revised Durations Continued – Live Example

Original 2 Hour Permit Granted

First Revised Duration Notice
sent correctly using ‘Notice Text’
only. No EToN Agreement was
used, therefore a Duration
Variation Application was
received. The variation was duly
granted.

Second Revised Duration Notice
sent but sent as a ‘Revised
Duration Estimate’
Whilst Notice text was added
correctly, the agreement type 8
‘Revised Reasonable Period’ was
added. This incorrectly input
agreement could be viewed here
via the agreements button if
required

